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Strong ground position
will drive development
Rox Resources says it has doubled
the resource at its Fisher East project
following the completion of a maiden
resource estimate for its Musket
nickel sulphide deposit.
The overall project – which
includes the Musket and Camelwood
deposits, 500km north of Kalgoorlie
– has jumped to 72,100 tonnes of
nickel and has 3.6 million tonnes at
a grading of two per cent.
Rox Resources Managing Director Ian
Mulholland said the maiden resource
estimate for Musket demonstrated the
continued prospectivity of the Fisher
East nickel sulphide belt.
“Musket contains a very highgrade core of approximately 100,000
tonnes grading 10.1 per cent nickel
which lies close to surface and would
be an obvious economic driver for
any planned development,” he said.
“We previously stated that deposits
of the style of Camelwood do not
typically occur in isolation and we
proved that by discovering Musket.
“We have a strong ground position
with the potential to discover a lot more
nickel and continue to significantly
grow the project resource base.
“Our discovery cost so far has
been around 4.2 cents per pound of
nickel, which is one of the lowest in
the world.”
The Musket mineral resource
estimate comprises 2.1 million tonnes
at 1.8 per cent nickel containing
37,500 tonnes of contained nickel.
Encouragingly, 64 per cent of the
Musket resource estimate sits in the
higher confidence ‘indicated mineral
resource’ category, using a one per
cent nickel lower cut-off.

At a higher cut-off grade of 2.5
per cent nickel, the mineral resource
contains 10,100 tonnes of nickel with
about 75 per cent in the indicated
mineral resource category.
The resource at this higher cut-off
grade is 100,000 tonnes at 10.1 per
cent nickel.
Rox Resources Chairman Jeff
Gresham said this was now the second
Rox Resources deposit discovered,
intensively drilled and brought to the
resource estimate stage within nine
months of the first drill hole.
“Exploration and evaluation of the
Fisher East nickel project is still at an
early stage and I am confident that
with further exploration and drilling
the overall project nickel resources
will continue to be significantly
increased,” he said.
“Both the Musket and Camelwood
deposits remain open at depth
and along strike and, in addition,
recent drilling at the Cannonball
prospect
produced
a
very
encouraging intersection of 3m at
4.7 per cent nickel.
“I believe that further drilling is
all that is required to significantly
expand these resources.”
The Musket discovery was
announced in October last year. Since
then the deposit has been sampled
by reverse circulation and diamond
drilling on an east-west grid pattern
ranging from 40x40m to 80x80m.
The deposit is situated beneath
a veneer of transported clays and
deeply-weathered gossan.
Shares in the company spiked after
the announcement from 0.5 cents to
5.4 cents (correct at the time of print).

Deal ups chance
of mine kick-oﬀ

Partnership: Under the terms of a new agreement, Avebury Nickel Mines will ship concentrates to
Chinese company Jinchuan Group, which is one of the world’s largest nickel and metals producers.
Avebury Nickel Mines has
established a framework for
continued cooperation with leading
Chinese metals body Jinchuan
Group for the continuation of the life
of mine off-take agreement for the
Avebury nickel mine in Tasmania.
The off-take agreement provides
for the sale of nickel concentrate
product produced from the
Avebury nickel mine to Jinchuan.
This agreement was established
by the previous owners of the mine
while completing the development
of the mine’s infrastructure
and covered all nickel concentrate
produced when the mine
was operating.
The commitment to the life of

mine off-take agreement between
the parties will provide for the sale
and shipment of nickel concentrates
via the Port of Burnie on the northwest coast of Tasmania to Jinchuan’s
process infrastructure in China.
“Our company is delighted to
have such a significant partnership
with Jinchuan, one of the world’s
largest nickel manufacturing
companies, for the sale of what
should be a very high-quality
nickel concentrate produced from
the Avebury mine,” Avebury Nickel
Mines CEO Chris Daws said.
“Jinchuan has been a highly
valued partner for many
nickel
mine
developments
across Australia and we see

Avebury being no different.”
Following the economic impact
from the Global Financial Crisis,
the Avebury nickel project was
closed in February 2009 and placed
under care and maintenance.
Since this time, mine owner
MMG has embarked upon
extensive technical investigations
and studies into the economic
viability of running a sustainable
operation in the future.
In addition to committing to the
life of mine off-take agreement,
Avebury Nickel Mines and Jinchuan
Group said they were discussing
additional ways to expand and
strengthen their partnership.

Province becomes the next big Signiﬁcant VMS prospect points to exciting
nickel exploration area in WA zinc and copper mineralisation potential
St George Mining has the first mover
advantage in an area of Western
Australia, which it believes will be
the state’s next big nickel field.
The company’s East Laverton
property, at over 2000sq km, is the
dominant landholding in the region
with more than 130 strike kilometres
of prospective ultramafic belts.
The initial discovery of nickel
sulphides at East Laverton was made
by BHP Billiton Nickel West, as part of
a now concluded farm-in deal.
Drilling showed the ultramafic
rocks at East Laverton to be
compositionally similar to those of
the Agnew-Wiluna belt, which hosts
several world-class nickel deposits.
“We believe our project could
become a new nickel province,
so we are not surprised that we
have received interest from major
mining companies,” St George
Mining Executive Chairman John
Prineas said.
“We have created value with a
strong pipeline of nickel sulphide
prospects, so we have a tremendous
exploration upside.”
In May 2013, BHP Billiton Nickel
West exercised an option to earn a 70
per cent interest in the project with
St George free carried for 30 per cent
up to the completion of a bankable
feasibility study.
By October 2013, the major had
a change in corporate strategy
and withdrew.
www.myresources.com.au

St George took over the dataset
created by Nickel West’s exploration
expenditure of $3 million and
assumed 100 per cent control and
ownership of the project.
St George is continuing systematic
exploration at the East Laverton
project with a key part of the
exploration strategy being a regional
moving loop electromagnetic survey,
which is managed by Newexco.
“The MLEM survey has identified a
number of EM conductors that could
be massive nickel sulphides,” Mr
Prineas said.
“Only a handful of these have
been drilled and we will continue to
test them as part of our ongoing
drilling campaign.”
In addition to testing conductors,
the next drilling program will include
follow-up drilling at known areas of
nickel sulphide mineralisation.
A highly targeted drilling program
of over 4000m is planned.
“We
have
first-rate
drill
-ready targets for the drilling
program starting in early October,”
Mr Prineas said.
“We also have a number of other
prospects in the pipeline that we are
developing and we expect to be ready
to drill those by early next year.
“The
company’s
advanced
exploration project is now entering
a very exciting phase where a major
discovery could be made.”
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St George Mining’s recent drilling
program has delivered a surprise
bonus – a new volcanic massive
sulphide (VMS) prospect at its
East Laverton project.
Previous drilling at the project
had intersected thick sulphidic
exhalative sediments with elevated
zinc and copper mineralisation,
confirming this was the right
environment for a VMS deposit.
Now a thick mineralised interval
in drill hole DDD011 gives strong
validation to the potential for a
VMS discovery at East Laverton.
The drill hole intersected 19.25m
at 0.35 per cent zinc and 0.1 per
cent copper while testing a strong
EM conductor named Dragon 2.
The company believes this is the
marginal section of a VMS system.
St George Mining Executive
Chairman John Prineas said the
continuity of the grades in this thick
interval made it a significant base
metal intersection at the project.
“What makes this find very
exciting is that the mineralised
intersection is next to the Dragon
3 conductor, which has yet to be
drilled,” he said.
“Dragon 3 could represent a
more central part of a VMS system
where you could expect more
massive sulphides and higher
grades of zinc and copper.”
VMS deposits and komatiite
nickel deposits are seen as ‘proxies’

Essential: The efforts of St George Mining’s drillers have been crucial
in helping the resources company focus its exploration endeavours.
for each other because they both
form in similar tectonic settings.
“We know we are in the
right place for nickel and now
this increases the probability of
finding a VMS deposit at East
Laverton,” Mr Prineas said.

in clusters, and our dominant
landholding in the area would
give us huge exploration upside
following a discovery.
“We are pretty excited about our
October drilling program, which
will be drilling at the VMS prospect,
including the testing of Dragon 3.”

“VMS deposits usually form
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